Professor in theoretical ecology and associate editor for Biology Letters, Niclas Jonzén peacefully died on 9 May 2015, 42 years old. Niclas leaves behind his wife Malin Terjestam and their young sons, Tim and Teo.
now started combining evolutionary game theory (adaptive dynamics), life history evolution and population dynamics to understand how environmental change affect organisms. The Swedish Research Council awarded Niclas a prestigious Research Fellowship in 2009 allowing him to study phenological shifts and life history evolution not only in birds. This also gave Niclas the opportunity to strengthen his research group and to affiliate himself with other climate change research groups in Lund and all around the world. In a series of publications, including the notable 2006 Science paper and the recent 2015 special issue of Oikos (coedited by himself ), Niclas and his colleagues used theory and data to demonstrate when and how demographic or adaptive responses are to be expected and how the matchmismatch problem between consumers and resources can be understood.
In 2010 Niclas became a member of the editorial board of Biology Letters, something he was very proud of. Niclas was a meticulous referee and editor and his work for Biology Letters was much appreciated by the journal staff and authors alike. His comments could sometimes be tart but never mean and often tongue-in-cheek.
Niclas died at the height of his professional life. Niclas loved the many positive aspects of science, but could also be critical of too much myopic 'scientism'. Realizing that science doesn't have the answers to every aspect of human life made Niclas a thoughtful and open-minded intellectual and this was his supreme asset. Yet, his untold creativity and contagious enthusiasm resulted in more than 60 scientific publications, several book chapters and the aforementioned special issue of Oikos.
Students, postdocs, colleagues and friends shone in his presence and he ignited enthusiasm and cheerful energy in us all.
We have lost a great colleague and the world a great human being.
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